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Lippincott Williams and Wilkins, United States, 2014. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 4th Revised edition. 252 x 176 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Develop the knowledge
and skills you need to become a research-literate, evidence-
based practitioner with this user-friendly book. Mirroring the
way practicing nurses read research reports, the book begins
with a research article s conclusion - the section that most
directly addresses the clinical meaning of a research study - and
works backward through each section in the research article.
Organized around user-centered questions, such as how
conclusions were reached, which patients the conclusions apply
to, and how the study was done, each chapter begins with a
clinical case that identifies the clinical question the nurse is
seeking to answer and one or two published research articles
that directly relate to the clinical case. You can see the relevance
of research to clinical practice through the authors unique
approach that helps you learn about research methodology in a
natural, intuitive way. You can explore the ways that becoming
research literate will help your clinical practice with Rebar
Gersch Evidence-Based Bridge Theory. You can increase your
understanding of difficult, abstract concepts through visually
dynamic graphics. You can broaden...
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This is actually the greatest pdf i have got go through until now. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing
and interesting literature. Its been designed in an extremely simple way and is particularly only following i finished
reading this ebook where really modified me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ja cey Sim onis-- Ja cey Sim onis

This pdf can be worth a read through, and a lot better than other. I really could comprehended everything using this
written e book. I am just pleased to explain how this is actually the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and can be he very best publication for actually.
-- Ja clyn Pr ice-- Ja clyn Pr ice
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